intention：Software development

Li Fuhao

fuhao.li@foxmail.com
(+86) 151-5182-8583
http://www.lifuhao.cn/

Education
Southeast University（Exemptions）

CS

Master

2013.09-2016.06

Major：Complex data management, DB
Hohai University

Nanjing
CS

Bachelor

2009.09-2013.06

Major：C/C++ program design, Algorithms and data structures, DB, OS (GPA：4.64/5)

Nanjing

IT Skills





Familiar with the commonly used algorithms and data structures, Familiar with C/C + +, Java;
Master MySQL, Oracle database technology and IBM DB2 application foundation certificate;
Familiar with Web system development process, familiar with PHP framework ThinkPHP;
Understand the front-end development process and the corresponding techniques such as JQuery and
CSS + DIV, etc.

Internship &Project experience
Ningbo dental hospital website & booking system


project leader

2014.10-2015.03

Introduction: This project is built to show hospital’s information and announcement, to provide
online booking physician services, at the same time combined with the development of Wechat, make
assistant send booking information at anytime, anywhere the ability to deal with an appointment;



Responsibility: To choose the development framework; and the overall module design, database
design, and part of the front of the UI design; Responsible for the design and implementation of user
access control module;



3 people in our team;We use ThinkPHP3.1 in backend , Pintuer and MySQL;



The system is online use now and running in good condition;Website: http://www.blkqyy.com/

ENVISION co., LTD


DB development

2014.05-2014.11

Responsible for SCADA the underlying database script writing, including some of the MySQL and
Oracle database stored procedures and functions of development, at the same time learn some
MySQL high availability architecture, and their knowledge of MySQL performance optimization;



Responsible for end use Python database upgrade tools, familiar with design pattern;

IBM Cloud Manager with Openstack project team

intern

2014.12-2015.03



Work for the security part of keystone module, familiar with keystone module certification process;



Static code security scanning tools development and maintenance of security-scan-tool;



Github: https://github.com/yuanmouren1hao/security-scan-tool.git

Awards
Academic merit scholarships, technological innovation scholarship for 4 years
National Encouragement scholarship, The JinShui YanYu scholarship

2009-2013
2012.03-2012.10

2011 greater China VR champions audition product display group third

2011.08

2012 college students in jiangsu province digital media works

2012.11

Five national utility model patents like CN201120220531.3 and so on
Hobbies
Travel, hiking, technical BBS, wikipedia

2011-2013

